RENEW: ENERGY
Each of the Catchwaters generate power on their own,
feedbing it back to the city of Santa Monica. Using two
different designs, energy is continuously being generated from the rolling waves and the slow but steady
movement of tides. It’s estimated that over 5.7MWh can
be generated from the 64 Tidecatchers and 96 Waveriders.
As the ocean advances and recedes, it will pull the Waveriders with its strongest movements. As they get
pulled more, generating more energy, the resulting formation will be visibile to visitors as an indication of
ocean movements and energy creation.
The Tidecatches will melodiously breathe up and down
to deﬁne the peak catchwater wave. As they slowly
move up and down with the tides they create a
mezmerizing display that tells the story of the water.
The walkway leading out for a vantage point to the
catchwaters is a row of Tidecatchers made from salvaged local oak, and will be an extension to the existing
pier. As visitors move from one deck to the other they
are contributing kinetic energy, participating in the
energy generation process.

High Frequency
Wave Generation

Waveriders
250 - 100kW estimated peak power per unit
300 -100W estimated continuous power per unit
The outer two rows of catchwaters are created with
smaller energy harvesters that use motion to directly
create energy with magnets and coil wires. They are
only ﬁxed by a cable, and are allowed to move in and
out, creating an aerial graphic of waves and tides.
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Low Frequency Tide Generation

Tidecatchers
4.2 - 2.9kW continuous power per unit
The larger inside rows do the heavy watercapturing by
moving slower, but more powerfully, with the ebb and
ﬂows of the tides.
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The Waveriders move in and out, acting as visible
indicators for the ocean currents.

The center rows of Tidecatchers deﬁne a reference
line for the ocean movements and tides.

The lines of tidecatchers and waveriders together
will capture enough wave energy for boats to safely
moor once again.

